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 فه األرض في ضوء التغيراث الفنيت المعاصرة

 )سويسرا كنمورج(
 

 

احمذ الغامذي زهره  
 كليت التصاميم والفنون

 جامعت الملك عبذ العسيس

 المملكت العربيت السعوديت

 

 
  الخالصت

وتقيدم   يىر  واويحة وليام ة  ،في  ويىء اليرايزال الة اية الرعا يز  فن األرض معزفةجاء هذا البحث بهدف 

بايياا األبعيياج اليرالايية لةين األرض، و وييافة بعيين األ رييا  لةيين لرةهيى  الةيين األرض وتهيي تها، با وييافة  لًي 

ج األرض وتح ا هيا  ولاتييعاا البا يث مين تحقايا  هيداف الدراليية بهيعم معيال   ريد   ًي الييمد  البا يث الريي ه

االليقزائ  الى ة  من خال  القزاء  ف  األجباال التابقة والبحىث والدراليال التيابقة، اريا ا يريد   ًي الري هج 

اليح ا ي  ليقيدم  ل عريم   يًي تح ايم بهيعم اامييم وتهيما  جىاتيل فين األرض   يًي  رض الىاتيا العر ي ، فيريي  

مين  ايث  و ي  العريميريدل   ًي بعن األ را  لةن األرض م هيا خرتية   ريا  في  لىمتيزا  ايث ا  وافة 

الزلالة  وبعد اليعرا ف  فن األرض والعريم   ًي  ويافة  ا يال لهيا وتح ا اهيا تى ي   البا عية و المامة واليق اة

معيبيز فين  لً  دج من ال يائج  هرهيا  فين األرض ا يدي  بيزس الة يىا اليي  تعريم   ًي ربيم ا تتياا ميا العباعية، 

شا  بحاجية  لًي البحيث واليعشميش في  الر عقية العزباية  وفي  ويىء ال ييائج األرض ا يدي الرىويى ال اليي  ال تي

 و   البا عة  لً وزور  تعشمش فن األرض ف  الر عقية العزباية، والتيع  لعقيد جورال وتيدوال تهييا العريم 

    ً معم هذا ال ىع من الةن
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ABSTRACT 

The present study is an attempt to identify the art of the land in the light of the 

contemporary artistic changes and present a clear and comprehensive picture of the 

concept of land art and its inception. It also attempts to demonstrate the aesthetic 

dimensions of the land art and analyze some works related to it. The inductive- 

descriptive approach was utilized in this study and the analytical approach was 

adopted to identify the aspects of the land art on the ground. Some works on the land 

art were described in terms of material, technique and message, (5) of which were in 

Switzerland. The study concluded that the land art is one of the most prominent arts 

that work on connecting man to nature, and that it still needs further research and 

support in the Arab region. The study recommended the necessity to promote the 

land art in the Arab region and hold courses and seminars that encourage such kind 

of art.  
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Introduction: 

Man has been providing numerous arts such as sculpture, engraving, drawing and 

other arts that developed over ages. Art is one of the most important human products 
that reflect man’s culture, personality, ideas and feelings through the images 

embodied in such works of art.  
According to Al-Saa’gh (2015), man has provided various kinds of art, especially 
since the second half of the 20th century. Rapid and successive changes took place, 

rendering the visual trend many aspects that were merged into the several 
interventions between art and beauty. 

One of the most prominent arts that emerged in 1960s was the ‘Land Art’, which 
presented a wonderful variety of concepts and strategies of great value to design 
landscapes in order to re-activate the dialogue between man and nature (PARENT, 

2007). Such concepts and strategies dispense with traditional works of art and move 
towards contemporary art that provides a description of social dimension and the 

theory of creativity (Ibrahim, 2015).  
As stated by Lehenbauer (2012), The land art works on the embodiment of energy 
and the expression of place by raising questions about temporal and spatial 

experiences in the landscape. The landscape is dynamic and evolves over time. This 
art is used as a way to develop experiences within the landscape so that people can 

communicate with all aspects of the world around us.  
Study Problem: 

Since the decline of the influence of modernity on the artistic method, the landscape 

architecture, namely the natural stimulation through which the art’s expressive 
power can be developed, was not there. Therefore, we had to develop new aesthetics 

in landscaping in order to re-connect people emotionally with their environmental 
life. Thus, art, particularly the land art, presented a wonderful variety of concepts 
and strategies of great value for the architecture of contemporary landscapes in order 

to re-activate the dialogue between man and nature (Weilacher, 2008).    
 Since art deals directly with nature and due to the proliferation of the implemented 

works of art, (as indicated by Al-Qazwini, 2011), this study presents a clear and 
comprehensive picture of the concept of land art and its inception, and explain its 
aesthetic dimensions, besides analyzing some works related to the land art in order to 

identify it in the light of contemporary artistic changes.  
 

 

Objectives: 

The present attempts to: 

1. Present a clear and comprehensive picture of the concept of land art and its 
inception.  

2. Identify the aesthetic dimensions of the land art.  
3. Add and analyze some works of the land art.  

Significance: 

1. The research benefits people in artistic fields in general through providing a 
clear picture of the land art and its aesthetic dimensions.  
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2. It provides Arabic libraries with a specialized study on the land art, given that 
it is considered the first study of its kind in the field.  

3. It is related to the artistic work, which is described as a value that achieves a 

kind of spiritual communication between man and himself, and between man 
and the values of semantic expression of surrounding symbols and 

environment.  
4. Beauty is the center of the self to develop its suggestions on the significance 

of embodying the symbols of the land art as a kind of art.  

 

 

Terms: 

Land Art: is referred to as earth art or engraving; it is the art that uses the landscape 
to create site-specific structures, artistic forms, and sculptures. Land Art developed 

as a movement in the 1960s in the US (Sindelar, 2017). 
Contemporary Art: refers to the current and very modern practice of art, and is 

almost attributed to the period from 1970 to the present. It refers to works of art that 
have been objectively and subjectively evaluated by artists, drawing on a wide range 
of theories and practical disciplines. Contemporary art can lead many theories and 

ideas, and is also characterized by fragmenting the distinction between art and other 
categories of cultural experience, such as television, cinema, mass media, 

entertainment and digital technology (Christina, 2009).  
Limitations:  

- Thematic limitations: the study is limited to identifying the land art. 

- Time limitations: October, November and December of 2017. 
- Spatial limitations: VoallRozeg in Switzerland.  

Theoretical Framework: 

Concept of Land Art 

Before talking about the land art in detail, we must clarify its meaning. 

Linguistically, the land art includes both words of ‘land’ and ‘art’ (Ibrahim, Ahmed, 
Hamed & Mohammed, 2004). Abu-Alazm (2013) states that art is the artist's 

expression of his creativity in the field of his specialization and the development of 
such creativity to fully-constructed artistic models. Art, according to Amr (2008), is 
providing creative works. While land, as indicated by Ibrahim, Ahmed, Hamed and 

Mohammed (2004), refers to the bottom of the thing and is the third planet of the 
solar system, a planet that is inhabited by man. Thus, the land art can be understood 

in terms of providing creative works mainly related to the earth environment and 
often designed in it to provide fully constructed and aesthetic artistic models. Parent 
(2007) defines land art as" 

An umbrella term that includes art referred to as earthworks, earth art, 
ecological art, nature art, environmental art, and ecovention, a hybrid 

of ecology and invention. Because of its many incarnations, land art is 
difficult to define in certain terms. (p.1)  

Najm-Eldin (2016) states that the term land art refers to widely-spread art works 

which do not necessarily focus on the environment. It is worth noting that several 
researchers introduced synonyms of the land art such as environment art, earth work, 

or landscaping (Al-magdi, 2014). However, Al-Qazwini (2011) emphasizes that 
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there is confusion between the land art and the environment art, and that there is a 
substantial difference between them as follows:  
Land art: is the production of earth and its components such as such as rock, dust 

stacked in a special place in boxes or fossils carried out by artists, desert trenches, 
piles of beach sand, enormous earth sculptures, and other components. This art 

depends on the rejection of the complexities of the studio and exhibition halls, and 
regards nature as a platform. In addition, we find that the volume of works is unusual 
and enormous.  

Environment art: this art is not only based on the use of earth materials, but it 
employs all things, magnifies and drives them to enhance the environment. It has a 

special aesthetics, which is the creation of coexistence between the marginalized 
objects that have lost their meaning within the post-industrial society. It depends on 
the use of large measurements and large sizes in the works.  

Najm-Eldin (2016) states that this type of art has encountered many criticisms and 
objections. Many people have questioned its validity and have pointed out that this 

kind of art draws attention to the human effects on nature, whether positive or 
negative, short or long-lasting.  
History of the Land Art: 

The early land artists wanted to explore new ideas and relationships with nature. 
Thus, they made nature the adequate place for their work, whether it was "a desire to 

contemplate as a result of abandoning romance or an attempt to escape the pressures 
of urban life." This art came through (Sleeman, 1995): 
- Simplified Art 

- Conceptual Art 
According to Larrivee (2011), Isamu Noguchi was among the early artists who 

established the land art, given that he introduced several land arts which he 
considered to be sculptures, the most famous of which were the playgrounds in New 
York in 1939 as shown in Figure (1).  
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Figure (1): Isamu Noguchi's model of New York's playground 

 
Alan Sonfist also worked on nature since 1965 under the name of 'Time Land Scape' 

(Benson, 2014); however the actual beginning of the land art was with Robert 
Smithson, who was considered by many people to be the founder of the movement. 
In October 1968, Smithson organized an exhibition in New York under the name of 

"Earthworks" and exhibited extensive outdoor works by fourteen artists 
(Lehenbauer, 2012). 

In his article "Sedimentation of the Mind: Earth Projects", Smithson stated that Land 
Art was not just an intervention in the environment, but also a cultural one (Sindelar, 
2017). 

Gerry Schum's Land Art Exhibition organized in 1969 introduced the term to the 
discourse of art criticism and art history. The exhibition was broadcasted on the 

television all over Germany on 15 April 1969, which was one of the most prominent 
platforms of the land art. The exhibition was considered (Sleeman, 1995):  

1. An ideal event through the provision of such specifications.  

2. The exhibition, its contents, and method of publication provide an 
opportunity to explain some of the theoretical methodologies used in this 

study. 
 

Leaders of the Land Art 

There are many leaders in the field of land art such as: 
- James Turrell 
- Lucien den Arend 

- Nils UdoAgnes Denes  
- Bill Vazan  

- Jim Denevan 

- Vito Acconci 
- Betty Beaumont  

- Milton Becerra  
- Georgia Papageorge Eberhard 

Bosslet 
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- Seth Wulsin,  
- Harvey Fite 
- Vik Muniz  

- Andy Goldsworthy  
- Nancy Holt 

 

- Beverly Pepper, Mel Chin 
- Andrew Rogers Christo 
- Jeanne Claude 

- Alan Sonfist 
- Jan Dibbets 

 
Some artists are selected through research and analysis in a manner that serves the 
research objectives to reach results related to the research problem:  

First Artist: Robert Smithson 

This artist introduced a work called Spiral Jetty in 1970, which is one of the most 

famous works that prompted the launch of environmental earth artistic movements. 
Smithson created this spiral by arranging stones, algae and other organic materials 
(approximately 6000 tons) to establish a 1500 feet port in the form of 

counterclockwise coil jutting from the shore of Great Salt Lake in Utah, USA 
(ferando, 2012). 

 
Figure (2): Robert Smithson's Spiral Jetty in 1970 

 
As the water level of the seashore changes, the spiral became submerged in the 
water. After a period of time, it reappeared on the shore. Since its completion, 

sometimes it becomes completely submerged in water, other times it shows up as 
shown in Figure (3) (McEntire, 2004): 
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Figure (3): Robert Smithson's Spiral Jetty submerged in water 

 

Thus, we can say that the Spiral Jetty is a global model of the land art which 
emphasizes this art's objection to the art market commodity, namely it is impossible 
to sell or buy the work of art. It also emphasizes that the land art movement is 

deeply-rooted in conceptualism.  
Second Artist: Richard Long 

Richard Long introduced a work called A Line Made By Walking in 1967, which is 
a straight line created by pacing repeatedly over a patch of grass and photographed 
from a perpendicular angle to be seen easily. The artist introduced this work of art 

while he was still a student at Saint Martin's School of Art in London, where his 
contemporary artists were Gilbert & George, Barry Flanagan and Hamish Fulton. 

Long described, in June 1967, how he took a train from London's Waterloo station to 
the southeast, and got off the train about 20 miles away and found the unprecedented 
field, which became a walking-line site as indicated in Figure (4) (WIGHTMAN, 

1999).   
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Figure (4): Long’s model of A Line Made B Walking in 1967 

 
It can be said that Long interacted with the earth during his journey and simulated it 

by creating a simple line on the natural ground. He used the concept of simplicity in 
his choice of a simple geometrical figure and also focused on minimal interference in 

the site. 
Long's work at the site is specific and widespread in the form of a reversible straight 
line. The images document the temporary existence of the work, but they do not 

constitute the work itself. They are simply a process of documenting which is 
sometimes important for artists working in the field of land art, and it was often the 

only way to prove the creation of work. 
Third Artist: Michael Heizers  

The artist created the Double Negative model during 1969-1970, which consisted of 

two trenches; each of them is a 30-feet wide and 1500-feet long. This work was done 
in the southern Deserts of Nevada (Najm-Eldin, 2016). The work is indicated by 

Figure (5) below:  
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Michael Heizers’ Double Negative model during 1960-1970 

 
Materials of Land Art 

Many artists specialized in the land art tended to use soil as a material for such type 
of art. Artists who followed in the footsteps of early innovators continued to use both 

nature and man-made materials to make signs within the topographic and 
psychological landscape in order to challenge assumptions about the artistic, social 
and political role, and to explore the connections between the individual and society 

more clearly (Cichock & Rohn, 2012). Boetzkes (2006) states that there are many 
materials, the most important of which are:  

1. Natural materials 
-the soil, Rocks of various types and sizes 
2. Organic materials  

-Trees, Leaves 
3. Water with other materials topped by: 

- Concrete, - Asphalt, Metal and mineral pigments 
 
Methodology: 

Based on the nature of the research which basically seeks to identify the land art in 
the light of contemporary artistic changes, the researcher used the inductive-

descriptive approach in order to answer the questions of the study in an ideal manner 
through reviewing previous literature, research, studies, international articles, 
reports, and others in order to serve the main theoretical frameworks of the study's 

two main pillars and to provide the research with theoretical aspects. The researcher 
also adopts the analytical approach through thoroughly analyzing two samples and 

identifying the land art on the ground (Dawoodi and Kanowa, 2013). The analysis is 
based on the following factors: 
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1. Description of work 
2. Material 
3. Technicality 

4. Message 
 

Analysis 

The researcher's subjective experience was analyzed during her 12-day-trip to 
VoallRozeg in Switzerland in October 2017, where she emphasized that the area is 

characterized by snow that covers and surrounds it, and trees that extend in the 
valleys as well as rivers that flow from the slopes of the mountains to the valleys, 

forming beautiful ponds surrounded by herbs. 
Through this journey, the researcher used to walk early from 8 am until the sun went 
down. At this time, the researcher was deeply focused on what was going on around 

her, and was also keen on taking many pictures of running water from different 
places. The researcher was looking deeply at the flow of different rivers, small and 

large, fast and slow. The forms of these rivers are different; some of them were 
branching rivers and others were running in a single twisted line. The sounds of 
running water also differed. The result of interacting with the environment was 

creating some works of art under the name of (Land Art).  
 

 
First Work of Art 

- Title: Paved Road 

- Size: 12 meters 
- Material: white duct tape 

Analysis: 
This work simulates the current rivers in the valleys of VoallRozeg because they 
come through the melting of snow on the top of the Alps. Watching the flow of these 

rivers from the highest mountains into the valleys suggests that they are roads of 
various sizes and pushes you to follow them up. The straight white line is used as a 

symbol of the public roads (paved road) and also it simulates the white color of the 
white snow that melted and formed rivers running between the mountains. 
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(Paved Road) By Zahrah Alghmai 2017 

 

 

 

Second Work of Art 

- Title: hard 

- Size: 2x2 meters 
- Material: Soil 

Analysis:  
This work simulates what the scientific team does to preserve the environment while 
working in this area. When searching and sampling rivers, the scientific team not 

only touch the soil or put their handprints but they catch it in their own hands and 
drag it outwards from the river. The work is a repeated fist (the scientific team for 

conserving the environment) in the form of a circle to emphasize the role of the 
scientific team in preserving the life cycle of the environment. 
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(Hard) By Zahrah Alghmai 2017 

 

 

Third Work of Art: 

- Title: Life Cycle 

- Size: 4 X 4 meters 
- Material: remains of dead weeds 

Analysis: 

This work simulates some problems of rivers such as weeds in the current rivers 
(dead dry weeds which form lumps of different sizes and sometimes impede the flow 

of rivers). These weeds are usually driven by running water to the river banks, 
distorting the beauty of such rivers. The researcher tried to use these weeds to form a 
circle that symbolizes the life cycle of the environment. 
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(Life Cycle) By Zahrah Alghmai 2017 

 

 

 

Fourth Work of Art  

- Title: cracks 
- Size: 12 meters 
- Material: duct tape 

Analysis: 
These works are the result wandering in the journey where the researcher found 

many dry rivers which resembled cracks on the ground, thereby invoking pain. The 
researcher has tried to use the concept of sewing with all kinds of stitches in 
repairing the cracks formed by dry rivers, and also to connect between the dry rivers 

and the rivers that contain running water, between land and water, and between the 
liquid and the dry (through the concept of sewing). Such concept is usually used in 

repairing clothes and also in healing wounds. Works diversified through the 
diversification of sewing forms. 
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(Cracks) By Zahrah Alghmai 2017 

 
 

 

Fifth Worth of Art 

- Title: farewell 
- Size: 2 x 3 meters 
- Material: black scarf 

Analysis: 
This work was the researcher's last work in this area and the researcher was very sad 

that this is the last time to be there. Therefore, she tried to say (farewell) to the place 
in her own way, through putting her veil, which is the most important thing for her, 
on the ground as a sign of farewell to all the surrounding mountains, rivers, snow, 

trees and stones. The researcher selected the black color as it symbolizes the Islamic 
veil and also the sad feelings felt by the researcher at the time. It also contrasted all 

the colors of this snowy white area so that it would be striking.  
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(Farewell) By Zahrah Alghmai 2017 

 
Results 
The study attempted to identify the land art in the light of contemporary artistic changes, and 
provide a clear and comprehensive picture of the concept of land art and its inception. This 
part introduces a summary of the results of the study through analysis and induction. The 
results can be summarized as follows: 
1 – The land art is one of the most prominent arts that work on connecting man to nature. 
2 - The land art brought with it many topics for the incarnation of energy and feelings, and 
the expression of place. 
3 - Switzerland has a beautiful environmental nature that urges artists to innovate and reflect 
on the details. 
4- The land art is one of the subjects that still need further research and support in the Arab 
region. 
Recommendations: 
The researcher recommends the following: 
1 - Carrying out studies and research that focus on the land art in order to identify the level 
of such arts in general, and try to improve and develop them.  
2- Training art students in this kind of art in order to maximize their connection with nature. 
3- Working on updating and developing the environment of teaching arts, and developing an 
integrated system of tools, programs and equipment that facilitate carrying out land arts for 
students.  
4 - Focusing on the factors affecting land arts. 
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